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The research that I wi tl be 144Seribin day, and the propot'ils

future feseirch that I will -be pre tinghave deVelo a' as Part of -An. on-

. A ,

going program of research on the "soci al ArceOtTom,Of ..rape that is being

-

.14

carried out .by LawrenCe Calhoun, "Jf00.1by, 'and myself Although Our pro-
,

* I

,

gram involves an investigatlon 'of. Many. Ad'pects of ,tkie sbcfal perceptfon

process., I would like to fo s_ my attehtion on a`se t of--;var1,86Tes' that h
_ .

been neatly neglected up to this tiMe h'ese,IOmprvstng ,the-'soci al cont

l;withai which the rape occurred,

There is clearly great .value exaMining:hp.charcteristics of- the

:Victims and observers that affect the socie,pertePtion. bf rape .1.lowever-

cOMplete understanding -of :the attqbutionat judgment s. be04,1110e Mlist. take

. 171%''t

Kr

into consideration -the'olotenti "al impact ,of the cohtext_ tha,t ,-surOunded4he

Particibants durin_ the nape episode.

`There are two context variables that we have begun.tp. fo,

We have designated these the Physical Context'and he intetptersonal

qontext. I would like to discuss each of these, present song preltminary

results that we hive ,obtained- -
,

h tould

thing ARprOx7,m414

fhai resgaeth. on

proceedthg.

and SuggeSt,some directions f'iltufe r

shoifleWarn you that,, I. will not be able to malre any-'

ut-ive-statement at the end, but I hope to;" 'h w

tl

bles is a frui 1 direction in, Wh;ich to be

The P6/0 cal coj ext, as we have operational i zed it, includds the-physi-
Pt'

cal settinTwithip., which the events transpi red, as wel 1, as the mdOif iers

necessAry-to- ma(. the sitting sufficfently clear to observers,

There i 's no,ques$ion tat.across different settings the actual. p (*a-

bility of rape occurring .does vary. For example, Brownmiller (1975) in her

historical account of: gape, desaribes the increased frequency of rape during
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-.wars and_yothe social upheavals. -Additionally, t-.Tore recent,
i

967) concerning-rape indicate that there are certain setting

.
variables that atv more highly associated With the occurrence-of rapes.

Weekend daysshow -a:higher frequency of .rapes, with nearly 5,0%octurring

on the weekend.. The how*, between 8:00-p.m. and 2:00 a.m. are also

esPecialli dangerous, with nearly--half the rapes taking place during this

ttme W10. 4Lwedkend night would -thus seem to be a context within which

e-.4.40" much more likely to occur.

.

CtU pal'hysicaflocation of rapet provides additional variabili
63

he coRt-W. While most people probably have the image of a rape occur -,

ringon a- ark street, or some other frightening setting, nearly ope,third.

f the rapes reported take place in the home of the victim. Other common

locations were the offende r's aulomObile, the offender's hotie and-the home

f some other pern. Streets and parks, typical frightening locations

arcolintOefor.only:14% of the rapes reported (Schram; 1978).

Of Itourse, ill research on the social perception of rape, the actual

1.rate!s at -which rapes occur in certain 'tett gs may be much less important than

t

Abe. perceivedl)robabilities held by naive observers. Thus, the fact that many_

64-do take Olacalin the victim's home is probably less important than the

factthat,observers, cabsider the home to be a relatively safe setting.

o
Ian our research we are trying to devise a prdcedure which wily allow us

.to.ideiti fY. the characteristict which bservers will use in distinguish -.

ing settings which they percei.Ve as playing a large versus &small causal

#

role in causing the rape. In essence,he question we .are trying to deal

with is the impact on attributions made -concerning the other possible causal

factors - the rapist-and-the victim 7 when th,e setting is varied.

% 1
There would seem to be two opposing strategies that aserVers might

f'

foy in dealing with the information about the setting.. When the`; setting is



perceived as an unlikely.setting for a rape observers night:

. out the setting an important,caUsal faCtor, and.then

look-for one of the- other caual fattOystobe pri. sari 1. responsi-
.

ble. Although .the logical 7inclusion would seem ta.be to assign,...

respOnsihtlitY.tokthe raprst, we have seehconsidetableevitience

.

.
.

-for-the tendencYtoblame the Victiff.--,-,ThuS, when tKe,setting:is
-

/'rUled,out the vittim maybe held. more responsible. -''.,Since'Athe-,s0

tingjdoes'not oftenprodude.repes .4dust he something about

-the participants in this.rape that,eplains the occurrence.

When the setting Is one in which rape is °''a very Common event thiaistrategy

shoUld lead observers to:

2. _Decide- that the 'setting is a potentially impor a.- causal factor

v.,

in producing rape,_ therefore not requiring,that/other/possitle_

causal far:tors:Oeassigned any significant,degreeOf resROnS1Dility.
,

-

Thus,tthe %/tat* is-Meld less respohsible,'

We have called this the "Semi-logical. Division'of Responsibilter'Approach.

iBasically, observers_ are magined to operate'on the information presented by

seeking the e-most .obvious causal factor based on the prior behaViors that

have occurred. t is assemi-logical model because- we,expect observers wi

be biased toward an explanation :involving the victim: The implication is

thatza,7vic6m who was raped in. a setting which has not constrained rape

the past is likely to be 'perceived,asless reSponsIble-for.the'rape than a

Octim.who is raped in a Setting where rapes usually.do not occur. For.
ti=

eXamOle assuming that observers do not per.ceive the home_as2 a setting in

which rapes often occur, victims who are raped r homes woul.d be per-

!

ceived as more.responsible than other Victims. Tnis beeomes aseal problem

given the already mentioned high rate of rapes in the victim's own home.

The second strategy that we have suggested is a possible apps ch SY
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obServers is what we call.the "Foresedabilityn'approach 'Using this approach

when,the-rape Opcurredlh .a setting in which rape is perceiVed as an unusual;

event obse,:yers would:

1.v Seethe rape as a unique event which Could.nbtha've been a ici-

pated, artd:which'canhot therefore be blaMed on the vtttim. She

Could not have known'that:the rape would take place- vo that Set: in,'

.
so She is perceived as-`less responsible.

r.

Whenthe setting is one in which rape is a common occurrence observers:would
,..

be expected to.:

2 . Decfe that the victim should have knOwn better than to, in

setting where rape takes place. Sinte she was ih the:Setting, she-

is perceived as More responsible for the rape.

The ."Foresebability" approach aSsumesthat observers expect -the victim to b

responsible for tvoidinv rape, so as lohg as she fulfills that responsibility'

7

...the,,bes of- her ability, she-is oerceived as less responsible if she is

raped. This strategy is probably based on beliefs that the female controls

the-occurrence or nonoccurrence- ot sexual activity,,

We obtained the first data:relevant to the potential impact of context

.

Variables in a recent study by Calhoun; Selby. and Warring (4976). In this

study a rape episode was described in whitth .3 variables were manipulated;

A) The degree of prior. acquaintanCe tetween the victim and the

rapist - none. vs slight= describe

B) the prior rape history.of thevicttm - describe.

C) the'frequency of rapes in the -setting (7 vs '0.in 6 months)

.
The frequency of rapes in the setting:represents a fairly explicit manipula-

of the context. This manipulation produCed,a number of significant'

:-'effects,-although. there were no -main effects for the context variable. f.



two of he Auestions asked rf observers

hthreP WaYintoaraction involving:

.sex of serVer x rape;history of victim x -Setting

here

The two questions involved the observers' perceptions of
e

the extentto which the victim's behaviiir the, night of the rape

led to her being. raped

2, the degree to-which the7Aape was the victi fault

The pattern pir resultsWas the. same for each of these it Os.

freM le observer Seemette use a slight variation of:the'Foreseeability

approach. When the, aPe was.unconstrained by the:setting, that is when the

rape had occurred thePastin'this setting, andwhen the -victim herself

_

had been, r aped _before, thessignment offault to the victim was highest, as-.

were of-the eXtepttowhich her behavibr the night of the raPe

Probably:. ontributed to her being raped -;,'

rape-

Appar`r y, for female observers, a victim who-knowsofthe danger of

has been raped), and who enters.a setting where_ rape is not.

uncomnon.,.-_ \thost responsible for her own victimization--she should
_

have known'bgetcr.

'.Male-observer seemed touse a'slight variation of the "Semi-logicaT

Division:pf.A0fponsibility"approach. When the setting constrained rape,the

that:is:when:Tape is uncommon, and the-victim had been raped before; the`

males astigned.the greatest degree of fauTt to the victim, and Indicated that

her b avior..t he night of-the-rape probably led to her being. raped.- In the

Semi-1 p I -Model, since the setting is ruled out as iMpOrtant, the obserr

.

ver seeks apotsible cause in the other factors; -Given teat- -the victim,had.

been raped-before, the Semi - logical model_ledds the observers to assign the

victim more responsibility.



Thus, in this Orsi study We find evidence for both of thehyocithe...
'

d-approaches ta-assignin6 responsibility. Not surprisingiyi

ar 1001ation'tnteractd With-the other variables. :A-Sex .differenCeAn:

ferences, but they have usually involved the amount of responsibility

assigned to thebvicttm, rather than a strategy difference.

In nur'more recent research we ave been sleking a less explici.

to manipulate the physical. - ,text. 'Although the information that the
f

ting had been the scene of many versus no rapes undoubtedly-a red;

.

.

observers perceptions of the setting, we would 'like .to useobservers a prib
,

perceptions of settings to m'anipulate the physical 'content -.

In this recent research we are attemptIngto'categbriiesetfihgOna

manner: Simi ar to that emp;oyed bYl-Price.and.lbuffard70V4 They assessed'

the extent to which-certain settings. constr ined a whole'setpf behaViors

as well as the perceived appropriateness of certain behaviorisetting Pairs.-

00r concern is obviously not with, the appropriiteness of Pihayior/settin6'

pairs since rape is (never appropriate, rather we would like to determine

what characteristics influence the perception of a setting as one in whiCh

rape is likely or unlikely.

We have just begun this-Series of investigationS,_ and can reporton a

oreltminarstudy. In this study we beganby prelenting-aseries-Of.settihgs

to subjects and asking them to rate the settings on a series of dimensions.

Included in the items were ratings of the "perteived probability.cif a woman..,

being raped in the setting'" and the "perceived dangerousnessiof the setting"

. The settings we/usedmere not simply physical locations, but included
.

thformation which we felt was necessarito insure that 611 subjectsothe

were rating the same setting. FOreXamPle if we had given. the - subjects

"park to rate; some subjects might have been `rating a-dark emOtyparK,'.

while others were.-ra ing a sunny-park,:full--of people'. _-:the-particuiar



Ings we used In this, study we -e xned the tettingSby ,physical location,.
*

abSence oi= 6ther,PeOP le We ep#0 up -with settings like:

urin Fth .y lay . alone in YOUr,,h6me'at'nigit alone in a- Park during

the day'al in police station,

combined 'ratings of the perceiVed probability o

dangerousness' of the setting' we' selected two settings to assess the impact of

-ape, and the'

setting Acariaionr. The:twCPWe-selec

rhos' Were:

at-night, alonein Oolice.sta ion

et ni:ght,._alone in a park-

from the opposite ends of the rank-

e thek creited;twp rape scenarios identical except for, the OhysiCal context

therape3 and we presented these to a g-oup Of-observers. Observers-evalu-,

ated the rape episode an.a'numberof imetWons ut the results were fairly.

_

Clear and consistent.

When the rape too place in the high- prOb- ility/dangerous setting (the

greater responsibility was assi nett to-the- victim

-

the-victim-was judged to be the type of person who -gets- herself into

these-situations

the,victim was perceived -as having been- insufficiently.careful

in- addition, the ratings indicated that'she'Should have Anown better:

than- to be in-that.setting:-

,
.

The-sex. of the observer did interact with the setting Manipulation on any
. 4

of the items, although there were sex differences on many tems. MoSt indi-

tatingieas uso a-tendency-for males to blame the victiM more

At Mt-Present time, then, it would. -seem that the "Foreseeability"-

approach is the more liktly-sinategy used by observers. The vic6m_rapeck-W

a constrained setting was perceived n a more positive light in the present
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even by males,..,' .pbviously some further refineMent is necessary since.

studies-presaated arernot even wholly consistent. possibly the-,
.

explitit manipulation of-the .setting in the first study and the implicit

manipulation second study will prove. to be an Important-distinction

The need for further research- into.the,implications Of physical context

'imaniOulationsshould be Clear'fromthe :handout. There has been little

.attempt to provide a range of contexts that differ in the-research to date,

With three exceptions, two of these by Drs: Calhoun,. Selby a myself, the

Settings:used have beep-of the type that observers would proba ly consider

high probability of rape seitinO. They are aTso,,based On actual statistics,

settings that account for a small -proportion of the- rapes that are reported.

-The'second Social context variablethat I would like to mentionbriefly

isIthe Interpersonal Context. In this category we are primaril considering

the interpersonal-relationship:that ex sterbetween the rapist nd the victim

-Prior to the rape-. There are two major reasons for considering the impaft
4

of the prior relationship on the social perception of rapes First of all,

although most reported rapes are Committed by strangers, and the proportion

is somewhere around ,7D% are still. a substantial number that do. occur
A

within 4e context of some prior relationship (Schram, 1978). .Secondly,

,would seem that- a-significant- proportion..of rapes that are not reported may

involve cases wherejhe:victimand offender were,acquainted. If this is the

case, then an understanding of naive observers perceptions of such cases mow

it in h these -victimS-deal'with.the:trauma of rape. Since-rape

victims are also.naive observers, they May be subject to many of the misper-,

ceptions thatWe uncover.

The study that I described earlier, by Calhoun, Selby and Warring (1976),

involved 'a slight manipulation prior reliationship, but the extent of the

v relationship Was minor.



have just recently completed a more extensive examiliation Of the.

potential %pact of prior relationship. The study; on the.handout As Se

PON CalhoUn,'and Johnson (1978), involved aAanipulation if the length

typ f prior relationship.' Therapist was described as someone the victim_

htd been dating for ,either a few days, six months, or a year. in addition,

it Ws.revealed:thatduring the'dating they-had previously engaged in inter-

-course _br had'not had prior intertoUrse. There- was*alto a control group in

which the rapist was presented as a stranger..

We .obtained .a number (-of ratings concerning observers' perceptions of the
4'

L

victim's role and the rapist's role in the.rape episode. To, analyze these=

combined the ratings based on a factor analysis. ThereNwere 6.variables

that resulted:'

1. fault to victim

2,. faUlt to rapist

liking of victim

liking of rapist

5. hex as ,the motivation for the rape

6.y circumstance as the cause

pin initial analysis revealed that the length of the r lationship.had no effect,

so we collapsed across that variable and incldded the "stranger" control group.
=

'This .new analysis_ was on a 2 x 3 (sex of-observer x type relationship)

design.

The results were y clear:

1. The victim was perteivedlAs most at fault w en,she.had-been dating-

the rapist, and had had priorin ercourse.'

Nertmost responsible was the Odtimwho,waS raped by a stranOer. .

- .

.:-ThevidtimWho. had been dating tt pint, but had not had prior,-

interCourse,was perCe1Ved as lease fault.



,The patte `or the faul

reversal'.

The rapist wha was a stranger wassperceived as

than the,dating/no intercourse rapttt.

The rapist who had had prior the vi ,was

perceive east°atiault:

tai ifig no intercourse ra' st fell midway.between

The victim was least we

There were no differences between the Ntctims raped by the

or the dating/no intercourse.

The liking 6r-the rapist was unaffected by the Manipulations

-general, he was not well:liked.-

stranger

--
Sex as the motivation for the rape was rated lowest when the rapist.

was a,stranger.-

conditions.-.

There was rio difference between the two dating

The circumstances werejudged as least,iMpOtant when the rape .

.

..involved the dating/no inter se rapist. ,There Was no difference

between the other- -two conditions:.
Cs .

TheSe results indicated .quite clearly that. a woo afi-;- is raped by a

lav-the had previously had_Antercourse with is likely to be perceived as
.

iVerydAeSponsible for the ra0.e.J These :data-show that she is.perceived

most at fault then, and the rapist i5 perceived as least at fault.

The ratings of interpersonal liking also tndicate that this typeof,

victim is perceived 'n ,a more negative light.

Again, if you ook through the handout you will see that very few_

studies-have considered differences in,Oriorlrelationships in examining the

ion processes. The present results suggest that thiS variablesocia.A Rerce

Could k e hf some-impbrtance.



n closing ,would like to poin out that although I have discused

these context variables separately, it is clear that a fUll undertanding,of

the processes involVed will require research in which the interactions

between theteare considered.
.

For example, it would not be.surprising to find.that.a ripe Which

described as occurring in a setting which is perceived as relatively,safe,.

like the victim's.home, is interpreted differently' the-offender

one with.whom the victim has Some prior relationship, rather. than e stranger.

Similarly, a rape occurring in a dangereus setting, but committed-by amatir

known by the victim creates a totally net impression. It is our hope that

some of these questions, involving the social context. variables.will

ceive greater attention.-
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